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MEDICAL TEXTILE
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ISO 9001

TSE

Ocean bir ÖZGENÇ markasýdýr.

MEDICAL TEXTILE

Surgical
Clothing
AKY03

AKY01

ÖZGENÇ
MEDICAL TEXTILE CO.LTD.

This absorbent cotton
fabric is called gabardine.
Thread count is 61
Indrathene dye on the fabric
makes it resistant againts
washing soda or the other
cleansers.
Fabric: % 100 cotton
Width: 150 cm

This absorbent cotton
fabric is called canvas.
Thread count is 61
Indrathene dye on the fabric
makes it resistant againts
washing soda or the other
cleansers.
Fabric: % 100 cotton
Width: 150-160 cm
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ÖZGENÇ

MEDICAL TEXTILE
AAX02

Surgical
Clothing

Surgical
Clothing
ACY01

ÖZGENÇ SURGICAL DRAPE SET
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This surgical drape set isolates dirty areas
from clean areas and provides
sterilization againts microorganisms.
Sterile instruments may be laid on drapes
that minimize microorganisms transmission
from non sterile to sterile areas.
The set includes the following items as sizes
may change upon request.

4 Pcs Fabric reinforced and ragle
sleeved cotton surgical gown
4 Pcs large size sheet (160x200cm)
5 Pcs Gauze (50x50cm) 8 layered
1 Pc Cover sheet (140x140cm) fabric reinforced
1 Pc Isolation bag (80x120cm)
1 Pc Medium size sheet (150x150cm)
1 Pc Isolation bag (200x200cm) fabric reinforced
5 Pcs Aperture drapes (50x50cm, ring diameter 10cm)

Unisex
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
Fabric: Terry Cotton %65 pes %35 cotton
Color: Optional

This scrub set offers a V neck top
with patch left chest pocket
and set in short sleeves, and fitted
pants with right back patch pocket.
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ÖZGENÇ

MEDICAL TEXTILE
AAX01

ABM01

Surgical
Clothing

Unisex
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
Fabric: Terry Cotton-%65 pes %35 cotton
Color: Optional
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Surgical
Clothing

This scrub set offers a V neck top
with patch left chest pocket,
chest pleat and set in short sleeves, and
fitted pants with right back patch pocket.

This reusable surgical gown is made of breathing impervious
fabric that prevents fluid strikethroughs during fluid
intensive surgical operations. It features quality raglan
sleeves along with back ties and adjustable neckline.
It is autoclavable and resistant to washing at high temperatures.
Size: Unisex
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ÖZGENÇ

MEDICAL TEXTILE
ABY02

ABY04

Surgical
Clothing
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Surgical
Clothing

This reusable surgical gown is made of breathing impervious
fabric that prevents fluid strikethroughs during fluid
intensive surgical operations. It features quality raglan
sleeves along with back ties and adjustable neckline.
It is autoclavable and resistant to washing at high temperatures.
Size: Unisex

This surgical gown is designed to provide
prevention from certain fluid strikethroughs
during fluid intensive surgical operations.
It features cotton fabric reinforced by impervious
film fabric zones on both sleeves and chest. It is
autoclavable.
Unisex
Fabric: %100 cotton
Color: Optional

This fabric reinforced
surgical gown has double fabric layers
on both sleeves and chest
in order to provide double fluid prevention.
Its cotton fabric is dyed with indrathene
that makes it resistant to general cleansers
Unisex
Fabric: %100 cotton
Color: Optional
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ÖZGENÇ
Surgical
Clothing

MEDICAL TEXTILE

ABY05

This surgical gown is designed to provide
prevention from certain fluid strikethroughs
during fluid intensive surgical operations.
It features terry cotton fabric reinforced by impervious
film fabric zones on both sleeves and chest. It is
autoclavable.
Unisex
Fabric: Terry cotton %65 Pes %35 cotton
Color: Optional

AHL01

Surgical
Clothing

ABY03

This disposable patient gown is
a cost effective alternative
to its counterparts.
The followings are
also included with it:
1. One disposable surgical cap
2. One disposable slipper
Unisex
Fabric: Nonwoven
Color: Optional

This fabric reinforced
surgical gown has double fabric layers
on both sleeves and chest
in order to provide double fluid prevention.
Unisex
Fabric: Terry Cotton
%65 Pes %35 Cotton
Color: Optional
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ÖZGENÇ

MEDICAL TEXTILE
AAX03

AHX03

ABY06

Surgical
Clothing

AHX06

AHX01

Surgical
Clothing

AHX07

This patient gown is
fashioned with
side and front
bands reinforcing
also snaps on a side.
Snaps provide
easy takeoff
for emergencies as
well as easy wearing
for optimum
patient comfort.
This pediatric patient
gown is fashioned with
children friendly prints.
Size: Paediatric
Color and Print: Optional
Fabric: %100

This disposable scrub set
is a cost effective alternative
to conventional scrub sets
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Unisex
Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL
Fabric: Nonwoven
Color: Optional

This patient gown is
fashioned with three
back laces.
Unisex
Size: Standard
Color and
Print:
Optional

Unisex
Fabric: Terry Cotton

This patient gown is
fashioned with
front snaps.
Snaps provide
easy takeoff
for emergencies as
well as easy wearing
for optimum
patient comfort.
Unisex
Fabric: Terry Cotton
%65 Pes %35 Cotton

AHX05

This disposable surgical
gown features raglan sleeves
and back ties.
It is ideal for minor surgeries.
Unisex
Fabric: Nonwoven
Color: Optional

This patient gown is
fashioned with three back ties
Unisex
Fabric: Terry Cotton %65 Pes %35 Cotton
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ATX02

MEDICAL TEXTILE

Surgical
Clothing

This maternity gown features
back and front band snaps.
Snaps ensure comfort and easy tear open
for patients and operating room staff.
Lady
Size: Standard
Fabric: Terry Cotton %65 Pes %35 Cotton
Color: Optional

Orange

Green

Red

Blue

Sizes : 31/2-4-41/2 / 5-51/2-6 / 61/2-7-71/2 / 8-81/2-9 / 91/2-10-101/2
Cleaning:Can be washed at (212 °F =100 °C) by using ordinary hospital type soap, detergent or home
detergent.
Sterilization: Can be auto claved at (273 °F. =134 °C) Ethylen oxide and formaldehyde and liquid disinfectant
solutions can be used for Sterilization.
Specifications:
Raw Material : Ethylen vinyl acetat (EVA)

AGX01
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Density
Hardness
Tensile Strength
Maximum Flexion
Heat Resistance
Wearing Resistance
UV Resistance
Resistance to Weak Acids
Resistance to Strong Acids
Resistance to Alkali Materials
Resistance to Ethers
Resistance to Esters

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

0,95 gr/cm³
57 Shore
76 kg/cm²
986%
134 °C
Perfect
Perfect
Perfect
Good
Perfect
Good
Good
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ÖZGENÇ

Antistatic Operating Room Clog

Navy Blue
Orange

Green

Blue

Red

Ocean Antistatic Operating Room Clog
.
Design Specifications:
It’s antistatic. Thanks to its special raw material and
design providing air circulation, perspiration and
fungus are prevented. Easy to clean and sterilize,
bumpy inner surface massages foot base and rests
hospital staff standing for long time. It is resistant
to physical and chemical effects, it is lightweight and
elastic. It doesn’t make noise while walking, and
doesn’t slip. There are dotted design on women type
(small size) models. With easily visible size numbers.
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Sizes : 2-21/2-3 / 31/2-4-41/2 / 5-51/2-6 / 61/2-7-71/2 / 8-81/2-9 / 91/2-10-101/2
Cleaning: Can be washed at (212 °F =100 °C) by using ordinary hospital type soap, detergent or home
detergent.
Sterilization: Can be auto claved at (273 °F. =134 °C) Ethylen oxide and formaldehyde and liquid disinfectant
solutions can be used for Sterilization.
Specifications:
Raw Material : Ethylen vinyl acetat (EVA)
Density
Hardness
Tensile Strength
Maximum Flexion
Heat Resistance
Wearing Resistance
UV Resistance
Resistance to Weak Acids
Resistance to Strong Acids
Resistance to Alkali Materials
Resistance to Ethers
Resistance to Esters

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

0,95 gr/cm³
57 Shore
76 kg/cm²
986%
134 °C
Perfect
Perfect
Perfect
Good
Perfect
Good
Good
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Antistatic Operating Room Clog

Navy Blue

ÖZGENÇ
MEDICAL TEXTILE CO.LTD.
Özgenç Antistatic Operating Room Clog
.
Design Specifications:
It’s antistatic. Thanks to its special raw material and
design providing air circulation, perspiration and fungus are prevented. Easy to clean and sterilize, bumpy
inner surface massages foot base and rests hospital
staff standing for long time. It is resistant to physical
and chemical effects, it is lightweight and elastic. It
doesn’t make noise while walking, and doesn’t slip.
With easily visible size numbers. High heeled design.
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